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PARLEEN KAUR JAISWAL



Place / date of birth
Jabalpur / 21 june 1997

Current Address
Jabalpur, Madhya Pradesh

Phone
+91 7987568552

Email address
parleenkaurjaiswal@gmail.com

Social Media
Instagram- @parleen21

Hi,
My name is Parleen Kaur Jaiswal, and my friends call me Tanya. I am kinda shy and 
quiet person but sometimes I can crack a good humor to make people around me 
laugh. I love dogs. I love walking and dancing, also eating..

I enjoy illustration, especially making children books, and I’m eager to learn more. I 
prefer working online but also enjoy being in a group and working together and learn.



TOOL’S I USE
Photoshop 

Procreate 

Illustrator 

Indesign 

Pencil and Paper

EDUCATION
Schooling-

St Joseph’s 

Convent,

Jabalpur

College-

Unitedworld

Institute of


Design

HIRE 
ME!

I am looking forward to a quality work experience, where I can 
have a chance to become a good designer and make your ideas 
and my dreams come true.

I would love to learn more and gain experience while working and 
at time get out of my comfort zone and explore more and more!

Internship-

Champak 

Magazine,  
Delhi Press

Freelancing



PUBLISHED
WORK 

Hi, my name is Parleen,
and these are a 
compilation of my
selected illustration’s from my publised
work, that I’ve done between
2018-2020
Enjoy!



THE CLUMSY ELF
Scoop of work- Children story book. 
Tools- Procreate, Adobe Indesign and Adobe Photoshop
Year- 2020

Elvis is a young elf who has just graduated from Elf school at the North 
Pole. He is so excited that he will now be able to work in Santa’s Workshop 
that he can barely contain himself.









FRED AND FRIENDS- THE MAGIC BOAT
Scoop of work- Children story book. 
Tools- Procreate, Adobe Indesign and Adobe Photoshop
Year- 2020

Brothers, Fred and Robert Rabbit and their friends Cyril Squirrel and Henry 
Mouse always play together and have lots of fun.  This time, the four find 
a boat tied up on the river near where they live and the adventure begins - 
quite a magical one as it turns out.  

Fred mostly takes the lead but the others are always happy to follow as they 
know that each day will never be boring.  They don’t always tell their par-
ents what they have been up to in case they are forbidden to do the same 
again another day but they never do anything  bad - just maybe a little mis-
chievous sometimes.







A TO Z ACOORDING TO MICKEY
Scoop of work- Children story book. 
Tools- Procreate, Adobe Indesign and Adobe Photoshop
Year- 2020

This is an alphabet learning book, according to the character Mickey , who 
thinks differently about the letters.









GROWING FRENCH FRIES
Scoop of work- Children story book. 
Tools- Procreate, Adobe Indesign and Adobe Photoshop
Year- 2020

The theme of the book is to educate in a fun and whimsical fashion how 
french fries are potatoes in disguise. Additionally, how a farmer grows 
these potatoes.







CHAMPAK
Scoop of work- Illustration comic
Tools- Procreate and Adobe Photoshop
Year- 2018

During my internship at Champak, I worked as an illustrator. I illustrated the stories given to me and they we also published from June second issue till September 1st issue. So in total of 
9 stories illustrated by me was published. All the illustrations are done by me indivisually as per the stories mailed to me.
I have attached some of my work which was published there.







SELF
PROJECTS

ILLUSTRATION

Hi, my name is Parleen,
and these area a 
compilation of my
selected illustration
works I’ve done between
2017-2019
Enjoy!





GURU SAAB
Scoop of work- Illustration comic
Tools- Procreate, Adobe Indesign and Adobe Photoshop
Year- 2019

The My comic/story book is a humble tribute to the story and sacrifice of Guru Gobind Singh, his family and the Sikh Saints who fought in the face of absolute death till their last breath. 
Generations have known the story of Guru Saab and how he fought against Mughal tyranny to install the faith of Sikhism as we know it today. My comic deals in illustrating some of the 
turning points from above mentioned history and mainly focuses on enlightening young minds towards how Guru Gobind Singh teaches us to always stand for what is right, to always 
protect the weak and to install a moral sense of unwavering courage, spirituality and optimism in the face of all possible odds. Young minds and readers are impressionable.



Illustrations, various colour schemes, pictures and graphical representations of various heroic 
scenes help their imagination, it keeps them hooked to the book as what they read is what they 
see. Comics on such topics helps children and young adults understand Sikhism better and see 
all the sacrifices of previous Gurus and saints in a whole new light. 
Colouring comics is the best job in the art world, as far as I’m concerned, because it leans 
heavily towards the fun part of art: the storytelling. 
Comics on such topics helps children and young adults understand Sikhism better and see all the 
sacri ces of previous Gurus and saints in a whole new light.







Comics on such topics helps children and young adults understand Sikhism better and see 
all the sacri ces of previous Gurus and saints in a whole new light.



THE STARFISH STORY
Scoop of work- Illustration
Tools- Procreate and Adobe Photoshop
Year- 2017

The Starfish Story Is a Kids Storybook It’s a Picture based storybook based 
on a famous real life story which is a moral story. It is an A4 size Story book 
which stands out in the book shelf because of its comfortable size making it 
more attractive to kids. It has 12 odd Illustrated and written pages. All pages 
are thought, processed, designed and finally illustrated by myself (Parleen Kaur 
Jaiswal).



The depth in Pictures is for the young Non-Literate Reader which is still in the early ages of life and pays more attention towards 
colours, drawings and art. The illustrations help the prospective reader (kids in this case) to get a better grasp at the stories, helping 
them in shaping better moral values. 



The Starfish Story is a story book for kids 18 months and above its colourful theme makes it a joyous read for the infant and the 
adult reading it to a child/infant as well. The Starfish Story is designed with my personal ideas and imagination, and illustrated 
using Pro Create (iPad Tool).





HAPPY TIME
Scoop of work- Illustration
Tools- Procreate and Adobe Photoshop
Year- 2017

Happy Time Is a Kids Storybook It’s a Picture based storybook which can be traced back to the early genre of Folk Tales including fantasy, realistic fiction, historical fiction and most 
importantly Moral Stories. It is a 8*8 Story book which stands out in the book shelf because of its square size making it more attractive to kids. It has some 30 odd Illustrated and 
written pages. All pages are thought, processed, designed and finally illustrated by myself (Parleen Kaur Jaiswal)



Happy Time is a story book for kids 18 months and above its colourful theme makes it a joyous read for the infant and the adult reading it to a child/infant as well. Happy 
Time is designed with my personal ideas and imagination, and illustrated using Pro Create (iPad Tool)
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LOVE
Scoop of work- Illustration comic
Tools- Procreate, Adobe Indesign and Adobe Photoshop
Year- 2018

This picture book is a birthday present for my husband which illustrates our life story and happiness. I have used illustrations majorly because he loves them.







FREE
WORK
ILLUSTRATION

Some of my Illustration done in free 
time!















THANK 
YOU

Feel free to contact me through 

+91 7987568552
parleenkaurjaiswal@gmail.com
instagram.com/parleen_21


